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This paper is dedicated to butterflies and othsrE*, who are al
ways forgetting and discovering that they are beautiful and that
they can fly.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is about doing sidewalk, feaatci and ch^ee-o&l), por
traits. The most pensive standard single portrait being 'thirty-
five dollars,, Multiples and custom jobs are whatever price you can
work out How much money you take home depends on the percentage
the owner takes , The percentage varies from none, if you can set up
on your own* to fifty percent. Maybe the most important point is
how cheaply you will do a portrait, since ninety percent of the
people are interested in that price* Last year ray cheapest portrait
was ten dollars ?
I talk mainly about Provincetown, Mass., although I've also
worked in Atlantic City and the people that worked with me have
been all over the country.
I've tried to avoid judgements about doing portraits . I think
the stories say different things to different people. I view the
experience as unique, but I cant decide if there are more good
points than bad or vice versa, I donst think there are. Everything
you ara about to read i true.
[C&3
gjgxs ?o;^mi?s bec-v;..:^; ^X\A
they took me out of ay ivory tower and sat me do:;n in the real world*
they introduced rae to painters who don't teach,
they strengthened my patience, determination, and resourcefulness,
they made me part of an elite community of widely divergent Individuals.
they made roe a performing artist, i.e. "it*s showtime!"
they made some people feel better about themselves.
people who complimented me* often bought ray work,
say portraits .were nicely framed and hung in a prominent place when the
customer got horse,
people thought what I did was magic*
one started* the portrait process goes quickly*
so much time, is spent waiting, doing nothing,
lots of people &mH sit well, (children),
lots of 'peopis woa;pt accept the way they look,
the whole process is so repetitive, the drawings and. people saying the
same things.
I must deal with obnoxious people*
they (portraits) encourage, bad painting and mediocre taleixtsG
people who
dpn*i' know what they are talking ebont-p criticize m and try
to tell me what to do*
you Bake ,jut esough money to trey it again next cuTaaer.
people passaei. "bad eh@eks and sEitola things from meB
the hustla^ ths overtrhelmiQg concern for money, makes m view people
with & complete, lack of interest and view my art with a strange feu*
ing*
THE SEASON ^^p&;
The season runs from Memorial Day to Labor Bay. J'-ara is very slow
and July is only cli/zhtly better, These two months are spent trying to
break even* The expanses are high because you must work in tourists ^cen--
tars,. Everybody prays for good weather in August.
The weekends arid holidays are very filet-,,, because the tourists (kstfi
have money f even though thorc are more of thamj, (this is in Province*-
town, in Atlantic City the reverse is true). If the day is too warm,
everybody goes to the baach* If it la drilling, business is good,. If
it reins too hard, everybody stays inside* If rain is forecast for th-*
week* people stay away from the Cape altogether.. Last season a Caaadlan
paper reported that no one could get gas on the Cape* That hurt the
Frenclv-Oanadian tourism* which is a sisaMe number of tourists on the
north-east oast,
THE STUDIO
In ?zovlncto)ms there are about thirty-five portrait artists each
susunesr* . Thsy are split into eight studios run by four owners Almost
everything is along one street* All but one studio are within the same
tsro blocks*
W had five artists and a f>a;so shop ia the back. On the studio
walls were sample portraits and most artists had self>po5?traita on their .
easels when they werea-t working,, The music was Husak because anything
els was too distracting* We opened around ten in the morning and
closed at eleven -- at ?ilght./ town law stated that a portrait could not. :
be started after .slsvan* We- usually worked all day except for a for,
hours in thcv'af vftrfficos*, ..Too mauy days wore spent waiting in vain all ,
clay* tail laids if you left, things, would pick up,
Mlg^i apmti.as?? decided to h&vc-t a portrait done, thy sat down
would do a ^satal, charcoal cor s&pia '(Srawiirag*. ife did only thrae-cuartt
vi^aS: r.f.vprofiles , After iisc? portrait is fiKishsd.it is givsn to the
feasts girl. whtvu-i-ils in glass and fr&rss-s and collects the jaoneye
Cpi;^ pertxits is a lot like working in a carnival* Artists sra
a sideshow to most '.tourists and the type of g&as played between tourist .
and artist is similar
to"
what goes on at a carnival. The crowd watch
ing an artist' is called ""''tip1** Talking to customers is called
pitching",-, or '^hitting on the A "sail!" is anyone willing to sit
Kith tfaa uiid^ratJahdlag that, unlsas he. buys the portrait, the artist
keeps it, . i%;pl<a are much less inclined to. stop when nobody is working
and az&-'w^%$b&lly rspolled when five of us are looking at thsm Eveii
a ino&:. thing :lke sitting at an eagle to the street ? rather than stra
ight at. 3&#- is'lasortaat*
Shjissa sfes jc^&iiead to prasticality* He* yon 'dress-* gdasmL hcssrsv:
hosr you. -?jp2rky fe a nattsa: f making mesy* If yo'a.iBaks jegess>
Bobodj?;'
ews #sa& jjfow look likia^ if you &cm*t m&k soaey yea out* thr@
is an tsrorlttsR :rule that so $ae critic la6 asethesr artist, his *k
or a etofllo-'to'<tha public. SisflgSiiing wast*, tout th artiste go th3?msgh
/
so much together that it is a matter of us ag^:':-:st than* There arc no 0
contra.ot-7j sone artists ?aay work two or mora r:-tudios during the season.
The turnover in psrsonnel is bight-
i!al, my boss, has thret rules and three degress of enforcement,. He
cautions against
"clubhousing" (talking with friends, ignoring tip},, Ha
gets upset when we are reading because the potential customer has a bar
rier to overcome,, The highest crime of all though, was to stand or sit
in the doorway and look out at the street e Kith a barrier like that* no
one is going to have their portrait done* Standing and looking into the
studios on the other hand is fine because people see someone stopped an
they stop also0 Everything is done to get people to stop and lookc Nc
trash in front B sample portraits well lighted. Artists in front of
self-
portraits when not working, artists names on chair backs when they are
workings at least one artist working when possible No price list exoei
for frames In back. Having the artist explain personally is much raore
condusive to a sale,
taleiit
Getting seasons to stop is an achievement,, but getting them in and
out of the chair quickly and happy is what separates the men frors the
boys 8 as they s&y#
The best portrait ariists I6ve seen work can take someone who is
determined not to sit and get them in the chair<, Nothing any other artlsl
could say to them would get them to sit, A good hustler has a tempo a
kind of uncontrollable confidence To another artist who has used lin
from the hustle. It sounds like it won9t work. Ilk? it is too phony The
pro is fascinating to watch because nothing stops him, and 1 donH aeon
he hammers the customer. It is fiaessej, looking for the weafe spot and
turning the resistance into excitement* tfe all do it to varying degrees^
but the real pro can get the ones w would say are hopeless
About now some of you are thinking that w are very marsenary The
whole point of doing portraits on the street is to make some money,, not
to further -your^career (; > or spread the artistic ,wozd<.There are some hen-Ifits'^oTiavtog'so**
maJiylao^el^^idali~th@ praise is a cheap thrill for
the first week or so* but unless you sell portraits g you lose money said
sit around a lot,
Kany people think the key to being a good portrait artist is some
type of charming talent. The key is being steady. By steady,, I mean
sitting all day and doing nothing while the guy beside you is doing one
after another. Steady when the child in th chair is crying. Steady
when the portrait falls apart or the customer is unreasonable. Steady
when you can work all day and not be destroyed for th next twoa If
you can do this you don't have to be good only passable, I've found
you need infinite patience s a lot of faitht and no nerves.
At this point I should mention skill. On th street* portraits
can range from $le?5 profil@s to $50, past@lsc How well you can draw
and flatter really doesnH count if you have a chap crowd, Th public
doss not flock to the best artist Of course, there are exceptions, but
we have to think in terms of quantity, You c&nH spend sore than two
hours on a portrait and .n-Jco ccnoy. Let me use an example* Chuck M.
would often spend four to six hours on a portrait, All the artists I
knew liked his work and a lot bought his -scxk, but Chuck was hard preE-rsd
to make as much as a fair to poor artist. It -*aa:iat just the he
spent on a portrait that held him back, work habits were part of it5 but
great drawing is not a guarantee.
There are three artists I must describe on the other extreme* Two
worfcsd only in full face pastel on only in charcoal profiles.*. All thrc^
had the ability to gat people to sit who would not sit for a^jon-3 elea,
Twenty~flve minutes was the maximum time spent on a psstaL ar.d ihres
minutes on the chaareool profiles*. The portraits had a likens* in iicr'z
cases end the customer was usually happy. Estheticslly they wexs dei'in*
ately average* 'cut all three wore top money Buskers*
So you need a certain amoimt of charismas, a certain amount of will
and patienees and a oert&in amount of skill. Without theses thro things
people don*t last*
PITCHING
I think the best crowd are famili&s staying for several days.
Single types &n*t usually sit, 1 draw lots of kids and lots of wcasn.
As people walk byc there are different ways of picking out custom-
era. Some artists look at the shoes. Goad, shoes meant a good possibi*
llty8 they ead& Some use a shotgun approach and ask everybody they see.
This is kind of desperate,. Many times the whole thing hinges on eye
contact* Very few people come looking for a particular artist sry
few take the time- to figure out which artist did what* T&e strsagest
thing to me is very few seem, to care* , If they are looking at you* thai
is your, cue to speak* If you wait a&& they look in someone elsa*s dir~
ection,. they hit on tbssi* Tou don'thit on a customer when ttesy ase
looking .at/ or ^sanding in -front of another artist3. unlss he doesnH
say anything*.
Be&ng &M& 'to talk, to people without scaring thqa- assay is eemothi*^
you caii-.l.ea^ eply 1a^ doing* There-'- 1 a time to press and a time to
shut up and -..1st:.themthink*, tthea working, others ,thwr@ atust
b-3- a
team esr you cancel each other mt. It you don*t Kant. -to do a
child9vj/3E>i2 seasons .else i the .studio*'Before handing a photo
back* you show It to somebody else, If someone Is out you make an
ffortv-io,'- set up;:a appointment*
AfSUrn^ :-.someone comes la &nd looks around*, I might ssy some-* :
thing ^pia^a^aL-'iikst* "would yoa like to have one done?" Then I might
Bseatie-B: the a^&aatee which s&ys if you don't like It, you donH buy
it* Sometdmes'-'sfcranger in the crowd encourage th prospect, The best;
situation is, when- they sit because of th last portrait I did.
THE PORTRAIT
Some artists like to talk -bo the subject eonti#aisIy* othera are
indifferent s and some are hostile, Each approach has its advantages.
If the subject is self-conscious I will tell them to relax, that the
people are watching m work, and not looking at them.- I tell the sub
ject that he may take a break at any time and not to force an expres
sion* If I talk too much, it throws off my concentration, and encour
ages them to bs critical , and it breaks the pose. Sometimes I have to
U3e conversation because they start to fall asleep or get v&sy boredc
If the subject is a child, you usually have to talk to them so they
will more or less face you. They may also be frightened. If the chile
is too young to talk to or doesn't want to talk, I have to use animal
noises, mirrors, or I tell them to look out for a magic puppy that night
appear at any second from behind my head.
People are conditioned to expect a polaroid smile* They want to
look TVC happy, unusally pleasant, \ie must continously explain that
this is impossible, that they must sit for at least half an hour, that
no one can hold a smile for half an hour0 We tell them that w draw a
natural expression with a start of a smile.
When a person first sits down* they may jokingly refer to a double
chin or something, I take that comment very seriously. Hardly anybody
is happy with a portrait that looks like them,, A resemblance is neces
sary, but it must somehow be slightly dramatic. When I draw a middle-
aged or older woman I let out all the stops and flatter as much as I
can without losing the resemblenoe. If it is a man of the same age I'm
usually more realistic, unless I know he wants to be flattered, A young
r person's treatment depends on the conversation I have with them0
Most people sit O^K, They can be talked back into position and
make a real^effort to sit through, th whole portrait. Some oro too
nervous or drunk and th portrait should be stopped as scon as possible c
Children sometimes pose like champions, but usually they get bored real
fast,, .--.I try to. draw the eye3, nosep mouth and then the rest isnst too
difficult to guess aW X dis ts^ xo avoid doing children in the even
ing,
AFTSffi-iATH
There are times when no matter how good the portrait is, every
thing collapses. The artist may be driven to the point of tearing up
the portrait, drawing flies on noses, or bouncing a crumpled up portrait
off the forehead of a customer. Sometimes people want to play games of
reverse snobbery. They aren't Interested in the portrait, they just want
to be the center of attention. Sometimes it is a series of vague comments;
"I look so sad" "I look so old" "My child has such a bubbling
personality88
"He doesn't look like himself today". A little of this goes a long way.
Some artists will make one change and then charge extra for any others 0
Some block out th rest of the face and fix one feature at a time. This
is no way to correct a drawing, but the customer has nothing to complain
about since he chocked off each feature. I zir.i the/-:- people will work
themselves up to complain. By the time they got back to me they are
almost screaming, 1 listen, ask what they think is wrong. Then I havs
the subject sit down in the chair, I explain that the portrait should
be viewed this way. that to have the subject just staM in front of them
^utsids or back at the motel, will be very different. If they are intent
on a smile or teeth, I explain that unless it is natural, it will look
pasted on or turn into a grimace. If they point to a particular foatwxe
I may shave it down or build it up. This is usually enough. Last s@a~
son I was lucky enough not to have any rejects, but I have seen excell
ent portraits bounce and horrible portraits glide by with praise,,
The big moment when the subject get3 up is always strained. First
they are a little shook up from sitting still for much longer than most
expected. Usually they ask someone in the crowd what they think and
usually the crowd says that it looks just like them. This reinforcement
eases the doubt and the subject starts to be more confident. It is
vital that this moment be handled smoothly. If doubt is building up in
their face, I ask with a positive attitude, what is wrong, A touch-up
at this point can save a lot of trouble.
Sometimes as I am finishing the backround or taking the portrait
off the easel, the customer or parent will start to reach for it, I
stop them with a short explanation of how delicate it is, as I move it
away from them and to the frame girl. Once it touches their hands , un~
framed, the mystique evaporates. It becomes much harder for the frame
girl to glass and
a'
frame. It can become the difference between
a souvenir and a piece of art,
\ THE FINISH
The frame girl must sell a frame and also deal with any criticisms
that weren't brought ,up in front of me. All portrait artists are slight
ly apprehensive until the job actually leaves the studio tf are fami
liar with the frame girl coming out and discretely telling us there is
some sort of :.problem.
A. good frame girl has a solution to any problem that the customer
might bring up. Frames are not sold by saying how lovely they are. All
customers get that pitch every day and immediately rejeot lt0 Very few
customers- ever had anything framed other than an 8X10 photograph. They
don't know prices, they are cautious, they think they can do better
shopping around. The frame girl must answer these doubts before they
come up and be convincing about it. Sometimes the people come back to
me and ask ma if it is really worth it, I tell them that I don't make
any money from frame 3als and that the fact is the same frame elsewhere
will cost more for several reasons. Even if this Is handled well, most
people just can't believe frame prices and we get an amazing number of
people who have a brother or brother-in-law who runs a frame shop back
home ,
You might think after ail of the maneuvers I have described, that
finally after ths frame Is sold, everyone can relax. Hot true. This
is the time whs:a tha artist and the stvdio vcally gat bvrrri'd. The ;.::-
pie with the bad checks and ted charge cards cuv. be vei-cy ordftvrvry looking
and very smooth, I'll mention some of th3 host latsr in the vr.c-r,. The
frame girl must hs paranoid,, Almost very tiiuo I've seen a frams girl
trust someone we get a bad chack, bad card, or they skip with tho peo:irrib
NOTE* In the section that follows, RC. refers to another artist in our
studio and not to myself, Jim, Tom, and Chuck V. are tho other artists
in the studio.
DAY TO DAY EVENTS
LATE JUNK
oman* That picture on top there, what is that? la that paint?
R.C. $ That*s pastel* they are all pastel,
Woman * Gee, it looks like a photograph,
R.C. s Well that Is because of the technique, it is the technique, not
the mterial that is Important,
Young couple standing in doorway, looking and pointing at portraits.
Me Would you like to have one done?
Couple speak In Iteench to each other and walk away,
I do two brothers ages two and three. One wiggles and squirms and I
handle the cash because th frame girl hasn't showed up yet, I compute
a tag of eight cents instead ef eighty three cents, The father points
it out for me.
When people, are waiting and a possible customer makes a remark,
manytiaes the people waiting laugh* as If to say* "boy do you believe
those people? Twenty minutes earlier they were the same way
2nd of day t. Oh, do I look like that?
Boy of 'abba;^ eight years* Look at that one4 it looks eosaetly like &
personf
Nancy,; who is temporarily working beside ma, receives a $5o* tip while
I am working; on"a double. My double tipped me $5* Tips are very rare
and Nahey* ;sias staggering* no one would believe her at first,
Two phfio"'je*bsi'"'-.Middle aged man and twenty-eight year old airline
stewardess^-^ih.'fsoa the same family, both dead..-
rami mttiiumaKmmiAwwtnMttt
BQUKT'OrX--
nn wiwii^M^^-^feewn***-waw
Double of a &enchCtoadi&n couple,
Did portrait of middle aged woman with a natural frown.
We were discussing different ways to make money as an artist,
Tom works in- Puerto Rico In the winter, but Is finding It to be more
of a problem every year* He like doing straight portraiture* but like
almost a&l portrait artists I4ve known,, would like to get off the street,
Eventually fee wants to be working out of galleries* R.C* works in
Miami in the winter. Ee does, pertraits via th Playboy Club,, restora
tion work for a frame shop,, designs for e nation-wide fir:-,, and mis-ssle
in homes. Frank does 11X1^- Katercolors. \rith that size, he doesn't
waste paper and he can work fast. He saya if you spend over half an
hour on one, you can't make any money, Ho sells them in bulk at 310 a
piece, to forty galleries across the country. When he was in New Orleans,,
he would set up outside a mansion and do a watercolor. The owner would
come out and soon he was painting for the mansion and all their friends.
In St. Petersburg, he would do the same thing with yachts. Ifei used to
take Art Newss Art in America, American Artist, etc and enter the shows
that he was interested in. After the show was over, ha would receive the
results and the names of the judges. After a while, maybe three years,
his notes would show which judges px*eferred "Rivers" type or "Motherwell'3
type paintings. An idea which received enthusiastic response, wa3 for all
of us to go to Rio to do portraits.
Did two girls in color and one in charcoal, ages seven, four and nine,
Tom and Frank claim California is bad for portraits, Tom said the people
buy something like a name print instead, Frank said that if they did want
a portrait, they would go to Disneyland and get the cheapest possible. Las
Vagas is bad because the hotels discourage it, they want the money. Th
people who do want them, want them done on black velvet. The best place
in this country, they felt, was the south where there is still a desire
for the relatives on the wall and "old" money. Miami has forty or fifty
artists. The smaller towns are good because the people tell each otirsr
and the artist ends up doing everybody, Tom said Farmington, W, Carolina
was very good, Frank had people driving three hundred fifty miles to
Amarillo, Texas. Mexico requires a work permit or a bribe. Tom discovered
this while drawing in Juarez. He was arrested and put in jail, While
there he started talking to the captain, who was waiting for a bribe. He
wasn't actually in jail yet. When Tom suggested that he could do the cap
tain's portrait, all the medals came out and he posed. Tom formed an K
on the guy's forehead with highlights. It is a reference to a Spanish
saying, meaning he has no mind.
Saturday July 1st 5 Nothing all day.
While working on a color portrait of a girl In her twenties, a little
kid comes up behind each artist and asked if we wanted to buy a poppy,:
Tom got a dog photo job. It was a white terrier, poodle type n a red
chair* The head was tilted. We were commenting on how unreal and wierd
the dog looked. Just after I made a comment on how it looked stuffed,
the owner, a middle-aged woman, said, "Don't make fun of my
babyc I
melted away.
I go through the prices for a woman with two kids.
Woman: How much for two?
i-ie Th price is per head,, I have to draw two people.
The father shows up, says, "Thirty dollars?" Nah.
I do a small charcoal and make eight dollars for the day.
JULY <Hh
Several comments of the, wQid you do your self-portrait?" nature 0
I did three kids ages, two, three, and four* Then I did a color of a
tremendously large lady, who throughout the portrait kept saying* MI
don't want It, it's my husbands Idea."
Mai told me about the time he had the prices listed and on th bottom had
"mats-$Ju A guy sat down and said, "1*11 have the mat." Kal gave him a
mat. The guy says, "What's this?" Mai explains and the guy leaves.
The evening was very slow so I did a shill, Kany times they want io buy
the portrait anyway, I'm surprised at the number of people who are will
ing to sit. This one turned out to be a twenty-one year old, sunburned
guy who was a Jehovah Witness with thirty-five cents.
I drew a four year old, a 16 yr, old cousin of the four year olds and a
young couple,,
BLANK DAY
I went to a Hensehe demonstration today, Henry Hensche is a teacher oa
the cape. He studied for a long time under Hawthorne, For forty some
years he has been totaly concerned with color and affects of light. He
runs a school in the summer and several portrait artists go to his classes
every year. He is emphatic about using, what he calls, the true color
relationships. He Is definitely a purist.
As I came into the studio, I find R.C, working on a color of a standing,
screaming, eighteen-sonth-old child, I did a three-year-old girl for my
only portrait of the day,
I should mention at this point that my sample was a portrait(double) of
Raquel Walsh and myself. I know that sounds goofy, but the whole idea in
the minds of th customers is being able to recognise th portrait and
consider it striking, Raquol was sometimes mistaken for Sophia Loren,
but most people knew who she was. Sine I was sitting in front of my
portrait, they could compare my picture with reality. It was a little
confusing for some people though.
Women looking at my sample: I recognise her, but not him,
A real tourist type group stops % Hew much to have one done? We go
throng:'
the prices and gaurantee. Group* Oh, I already had yrdns done by Duffy.
Duffy Is a caricaturist.
One of the other studies has two artists in it, alien thay close for ths
night, thay put all the samples Inside and put fishnet over the entrance.
Last night someone lifted the net and put a cotton candy cone on one; of the
artists* pastel trays* Naturally this screwed up the pastels.
Yesterday, my wife saw a caricature being done of a baby. I still can"t
figure that out.
I did a young girl's portrait. She looked at it, I said, wHow do you lily-
it?" She said, ml don't know* It seams kind of weird, but my boyfriend
loves it, so I guess it's OK,"
One of my samples was a double of Pat and Bill Loud. I used them because
he was smiling with teeth. They were older than most samples,; They were
famous, but still ordinary. It was In between the sample portraits that
nobody knew and the ones done from photos that everybody knew. Anyway, we
put our names on little cards on all our samples. That way customers theo=
retically could look at our work and pick the style they wanted. It hardly
ever worked that way though.
1st woman s Look, the Louds,
2nd woman* No, that's Clarke
ist woman It's the Louds, Pat and Bill.
2nd woman s But it says R.J, Clarke? Oh, I get It I Clarke, that8s who did
it.
I did two photo jobs for a young guy.
I did a sepia on white paper of a girl, I thought it was good, that it
was accurate and a good head. She said, "It's pretty close
I did a father in sepia. It was a very hot day. The guy was very uncom
fortabl'e0 It went OK though$ he liked the portrait and I liked doing
someone **ho had an old face with real features,
I finished the day with a two year old and then a lesbian couple.
Two girls.
W use a small mirror when working. When you put it up to your eye and
turn your head you can see the subject and the portrait In progress,, It
is a good way to see it fresh and to catch mistakes. It seems like very-
one asks about It, Tom had a little one with an embossed design on ths
<-
back* He was accustomed tc living them lifted in Puerto Rico, But was
surprised when the mother of the child of a portrait stole his last one,
We had this little hallway beside the studio that was used to hang pot
boilers, A potboiler is anything other than a portrait. Prank had soma
watercolors up. R.C. had two large heads done with rapidograph dots. One
was a male profile made up of female torsos, the other was a female profile
made up of mala torsos. These were offset printed and were going to be
mass produced. R.C. also had some still life arrangements done in oil?,
Jim did several sunsets which sold almost as fast as he did them, Tom had
a few landscapes and I had one of sailboats in a bay. The fact that a
lot of these were done from postcards, didn't seem to bother anyone. We
thought it was a little strange that people wanted that, but everytlme Jim
sold another sunset, we stopped wondering about it.
Several artists hava worked for a guy in California and Flordia, named Jc.dk
Kaufman. Whan things were slow, he would have them work on "tits a go
go"
This consisted of doing life sised pastels of individual breasts. Those
were put in little frames so the customer could do creative things like*
mix or match sets* or put one on the insido of a door and another one out
side. Incredible, but true.
When the standard exit line is, 1*11 be back, you assume that you won't
see them again, I did a sepia of a girl who actually cam back.
Five year old boy, Older couple. Young coupls. Young couple. Appointment
for next day. A good day.
Appointment from yesterday. Two sisters.
The building we are working out of has a strange story. It is brand new.
in a good location, but it only has two tenants, A candy store and us in
the front of the building. The rest of this barn-like structure is empty.
The reason Is because no thought was given to crowd psychology. No one
wants to go into a place they can't see into. or a place they can't get out
of easily. At any rata, someone Is setting littls fires in and around the
building. Last night was the fifth ftal was nearby and managed to get
pastels and samples out of the firemen's way,
Hal runs another studio a couple of buildings down the streets The other
day 3ob's .sample of John Wayne fell off the door. He put it back up, It
seemed to be OK, Later, as Bob was pointing to ths Wayne sample, talking
about frames, the bottom side of the frame falls off t Bob catches it and
turns to the opposite wall quickly mentioning other types of frames available.
One color and then it rained,
Spent the whole d..y sitting listening to- Muzak.
Jim is working on a little girl about tan ysivra old. Things are .-.oiag OK
the entire family is standing in the doorway watching the portrait,, Sudden
ly the girl cries and runs from the chair. The parents ask whats wrong*
The girl says, ""You're talking about me, I know iti" The father denies it..
but the girl Is still crying. Father ? "Knock It off I Right
now?" She
stops crying, but Is now terrified, I know exactly what the girl was talk
ing about. People who watch don't understand how much Is at stakes The
artist can do only so much as far as calming the subject,, All the child
need**?, was a little reassurance. Instead, the father panics because people
are now watching him, and bullies the kid into staying in the chair,, A
simple p It*s alright, we love
you,w
would have eliminated the problem.
Some kids are absolute monsters, but this kid was just scared.
One charcoal all day*
Double, single follow-up. Double. ,
Someone did a portrait from the other studio and the woman was determined
to use Saran Wrap instead of glass.
Many times a family wants several done, but doesn't want to wait till
one artist does them all, as they spilt among two or more artists, Thia
creates a strange competition. Now you have more than the usual barriers
to overcome. Now it becomes a question of who will be done first, which
can be a good and a bad thing. Which one looks better, mine or his, and
which one has the nicest backround colors. By themselves, each portrait
would probably be fine, but put together it can become a disaster0
Because of the large amount of bad checks, bad charge cards, phony I,D,s,
we try to hays. 'at least part of the portrait paid for In cash, A lot of
people won't take checks, or charge cards over fifty dollars (Master Charge
Insures up to fifty dollars, after that you are on your own) and I don't
blame them Hal just had a woman get a color portrait with an expensive
frame. She paid by check, took the portrait, left town, stopped the
check via the bank, and screwed Mai out of a frame and glass and the artist
out of a portrait0 Something like that happens all the time,and I can't
help but laugh when people get indignant and say, "you mean you don't
trust ae?1* Unless they are in Massaeussetts, you have to go to their
state to collect on the bad check, if you can find them, Tom did a job
in Puerto Ricov where the liked it so much she said, "I'm going to put
something extra for you
here,"
as she wrote the check. Naturally It
bounced s&y high. Tom claims he will detour through New Jersy to collect
on that one.
I was doing a raarriad French teacher from West Virginia* Her mother and
mother-in-law were sitting behind me, 1 said, *$ can take a break
whenever you
want," She said, "OK, what did you have in mind?1' The
rest of the portrait, went like that until at the Qn.6. ths mother or mother-
in-law mentioned coming hack next year with the husband,
People will come hack after five years and ask an artist if he remembers
them. Sometimes they will, many times I can't recall ths first one of the
day. I do remember my first pastel, it was an older guy with steal
rimed glasses and a. harelip.
Double later in the day. No rejects yet.
Jim is doing a kid on th parent's lap. The parent is talking to the kid
trying to kee~g him from crying. He starts counting with the kid. They
count to one hundred twice.
Did a mother in her twenties, very pretty, with short brunette hair and :r
makeup. She sat like a rock, I spent too much time on It, two hours,
wasn't happy with it. The husband liked it. It was a good likeness, but
a model that good is a shock.
I did a four-year-old girl which almost bounced.
The evening was really slow and a couple of the guys were working on pot
boilers. Tom was doing a really red, red sunset and before he was finish
ed a woman bought it. He had been joking with me about it as he was work-
ing on it, about who would buy It*
A single sSpla and three children in one sepia.
I did a sepia of "a girl with a leather porkpie type hat and then a single
color.
A middle-aged husband and wife stand in the doorway and look at my sample,
Husbands Did you do (Rachel) Welsh?
lies Yes.
Husbandj Can you do ono of my wife like that?
He s Sure.
Two doubles.
I did a black girl who had nice features, but extensive eye makeup and her
hair in a cone. She got up every five minutes and moved her head constant
ly. She liked It and her girlfriend liked It.
R.C. was working on a family, They had a baby who could not sit, so severs
Polaroids were taken* Wife to husband, "I don't know, does that look like
her?" One of the kids made two attempts to wreck my pastel tray.
R.C, did an English couple who said any -ray he wanted to do the portrait
was fine with them* He did most of their bodies and a de-tailed white
dress for the woman.
I did a St. Bernard from a photo. It was kind of fun as a change of pace
I did a couple on brown paper. They sat because they liked Raquel and th
detailed treatment.
Sepia of a young couple and a large color,
R.C, had a good day yesterday, but lots of static today, Charcoal casa
back from several day3 ago, He kept oalm and they went away happy,.
I did a large color of a gay guy.
R.C, starts the day with a second touch up on a color triple, The people
don't know what they want and finally, somahowf,R,C, manages to end the
fafea. Then a woman comes in and demands another picture or her money hi.
R.C. does another picture and she goes away. Some days have to be taken
as a test of will.
A girl points to R.C.'s sample of him and a blonde girl and asks If It is
Russ and Flo,
R.C. i What?
Girl i Do you know who that couple is?
R.C, * Lewis and Clark,
Th other day a little girl saw ths sample and said, M0h, look, Brigetts
and
Berney,"
Nothing.
One sepia of a little girl. Appointment for double.
Parents will ask four year-olds if they like their portrait. The kids,
will say things like, "Where are th
feet?"
Jim did a double color and the frame girl only charged them for one, Tho
couple didn't say a word.
>-iy double appointment foil apart, I started i' first th'nt. in th- r-..--'.iv
The girl complained about har mouth, than I did the man much too large.
Somehow they bought it. Then I did two four year olds in a row, which 'was
enough to last a lifetime. Finally a blonds girl sits down and tells e
that this is her second timee that she didn't like tho first one. She
liked the one I did though.
AUGUST 1st
Double color. Color of mother with huge head, but sasy to draw. She 15 y
it.
/iaster Charge sent a thirty-seven page pamphlet of "hot" Master Charge
numbers.
Charcoal, Head was too big.
A guy walks in with his wife and two kids.
Guys Well you guys look like you could us some work,
Tom i Sure.
Guy i What do you charge?
Tom Twenty-five dollars B
Guy i iJo, you'll have to do better than that,
Tom t Well we have one for thirty-five.
Guys No, I mean something cheaper. Don't you have something around ten or
twelve?
Tom t Yes, we do a ten dollar charcoal,
Guy* Oh, yeah, I just remembered, my sister is an artist.
Toms Oh, come on now. Then Tom desorifees the guarantee.
Guy* Wall, we are going to look around a little bit0 Where did you go to
school?
Torn* The Cape school. It's the old Hawthorne school,
Guy j (dumbfounded) Well we'se going to look around. Don't be mad. JJon3 i
be upset,
I did a blonde woman, a man with amoustache, a junior high boy, and a gay
guy. While I was working on the boy, a woman came up behind me and ask
if I ever left a portrait unfinished, because she liked it at the point 1
was at.
I finished ths day with a sspia double.
I.'did two brothers in color, a sepia double from Toronto, and a color of a
beautiful girl from Montreal* A very good-looking girl is difficult s
because the slightest mistake stands out,
Jim did a double portrait with a sunset on the bay behind them,.
Two sepias of brothers, four and seven. Color of teenage girl.
I waded through a triple color photo job. .Double color.
Small double, large double, single color,
John, at the other studio does a family of fivo with the mother last,
The four people arc crowded together, filling v.p the paper and ths mo-;
sits down. She has a huge beehive hairstyle. Join sort of twists it
into an S shape that only partially blocks out two people, You must
plan ahead on group portraits.
Two colors and a black and white,
R.C,. did a fat kid with a baseball hat. They bought it, then went to ano
ther studio and had another one done. Then they came back here for a
touch up,
R.C. talks to a woman about a portrait. She hesitates then says, "We
just don't have the wall space." It's sixteen oy twenty inches,"
Two large colors, a small color and a sepia, I also sold a sample.
One small black and whit.
A double color and sepia of two brothers.
A small charcoal and a color of teenage girl, The teenager didn't like
it at all, but it was a good portrait.
Color of mother and child. Color of sister of same family. R.C, kicked
double charcoal to me.
A small double color portrait came out well. Eleven year old girl with a
natural smile, she liked it.
A family was asking the prices. The two kids Guart.v5 crying b5ca0.se the
boy didn't want it done and the girl did.
Did a large color of middle-aged guy in white sweatar, very
nice pose. I made a basic drawing error and overworked it, I should
have toned down the white sweater, because it killed the cream highlights
in the face.
Did sepia of lesbian. Kept it loose, barely used stump to blend. She
and her girlfriend liked it and I liked it.
Sold a double photo job. The photo was too small and more work than it wa
worth.
The wife of the man in the white sweater came out real good. Then they
rushed out to catch their chartered plane,
Jim got twenty-five dollars for a simple copy of a cartoon. It took him
about ten minutes to do. The customer had flown In for the day in his
private plane.
I did a portrait of a guy and as I'm finishing I hear one of his kids say
that he should have kept his beard.
Me: Did you have a beard?
Him* Yeah, I shaved It off last week. (He gets up and looks quizslcal-
ly at the portrait)
Me: Well, lt8s like people who wear glasses all the time and then have
the portrait done without them. Then they can* t understand why the por
trait doesn't look like them,, (As I'm saying this he reaches around the
easel and picks up his glasses)
Did brother, five, and sister, four, in color. Sepia of teenage girl,
Hal is doing a double, so to speak, of a guy and his tuba. It's not the
big marching band type, it's about three feet long. It's a strange portra:?
Tom does a great photo job of three kids, Th relatives are complaining
because the one girl has her "photo" smile. H goofs around with it un
til they get tired of hearing their comments.
As a man is walking byg he turns his head, asks ths price, gets an ans
wer and continues without missing a step. All within the space of 15 feet.
Color. Color of man with beard. Little girl eleven years old.
Girl with black hair. Four year old girl, Audrey Hepburn type follow up, k
follow up or that.
A,
.man with hi3 family stops says, "Can you start it in black and white
and if I like it, make it color?"
As I start working on a young boy, who looks like a young Richard Cham-
berlln, his mother and someone else start harassing me. I*ve barely
started to sketch when I hoar, "It doesn't look like him, that eye bothers
me,"
etc. Finally the mother leans over my sholdor and comments on th:-;
nose, I said, "It's about one third done, it takes half an hour, in two?>-
ty-five minutes yon. can worry." She backed off and Improved after that.
The other kibitzer continued and I could have turned on him or he? ':<&
that night have stirred th mother, so I bora down on the portrait and th<
mother loved it. She preceded all of this with, "Well they aevsr really
make It look like them,"
Sepia double, good but head of the man should have been smaller. Char
coal of daughter of kibitaer mother. Mother liked it, but the daughter
didn't. Double sepia.
I did a color of a lawyer as soon as 1 came in, H had glasses, gray
hair and sat well. It was one of my best portraits all summer. He tipped
me twenty dollars.
I did a fifth grade teacher from Mass, with long black hair, that turned
out good. Then I had a ten-year-old that sat like a rock. Finished
with a girl In her twenties, who was a surgical assistant,
I started a double of a couple and finished the woman. She gets up and
I'm all set for the man to sit down, but he doesn't, iaat@ad h starts
getting his money out, I said, "Not yets I still have you to
do," Then
they say they only wanted her done. Well, I could have sworn I heard
them say they wanted a double. In any case I'm left with her in the low
er left corner of the paper. I played around with the baokrousd and out
it down, but it still looked strange. They bought 1* and seemed happy,
but I know that portrait will return some day to haunt me.
I did three color portraits today.
A girl comes up to R.C, and asks how much it costs. R.C, says thirty-
five dollars. The girl asks how long it takes, he says, little over an
hour. She says, "Not bad for an hour's
work." Her father Is a mechanic .
Color of a little girl and a double sepia,
(I'm really getting sick of people saying, "Who did your portrait?**)
A car drives up and stops* The father leans out of the window and asks
the prices. We tall him, he thanks us, and drives on.
Triple charcoal, double sepia, sepia,
I did a color of a teenage girl, a ten ox- eleven year old girl, and a five
year-old-girl.
I sold my potboiler of the sailboats in the bay, I sold a photo job
where I did an F-10-6 jet fighter In color for a guy from the Pentagon-
That evening a gay is looking at Raquel and then he asks how much for
one like that, pointing to it, I start to explain a double and he says,
no just her, I give him a price and tell him to pick it up in two days.
One colorc
Sold the copy of Raquel. Did the lawyer's wife and got a five dollar tip,
By this time, I'm turning down kiddy jobs that _jok like they arc going to
be trouble* Tom talks to a family with four kids. They want two triples
done, so Tom and I split the job, I saw the two teenage daughters and
thought that was it. Tom does the father and. I do the mother B So far,
everything is fine. Then I realize Tom is going to do the teanags girls
and I'm faced with a four-year-old girl and a six-year-old boy. As sooix
as I started, the mother took off. I was barely able to finish th kids.
I did a double color and a color of the daughter of a former portrait.
Henry R. is an artist who works down the street. His partner and he are
the biggest money makers on the street, Henry's work resembles th Break
hair portraits. A woman went up to Henry and said, "Mr. R., I just love
your work, I think you are the best caricature artist in
town."
A black guy comes to Mai's other studio and wants to pick up a portrait
he paid for, but didn't like. It was done two years ago by a black artist
who died last surameajof a heart attack,
A Hai Krishna was arrested for obstructing traffic when he gave the hard
sell to some people in a car.
R,C, did a kid who knew h was dying of cancer, R.C. thought his atti
tude was amazing.
Two mothers lean around tho doorway. Tho one mother asks if wo know an
artist who wore purple and white. Ho did her son two years ago. I'm
thinking, come on lady, are you kidding, when R,G\ starts saying, "Oh ysah.*1
He says, "He wore purple and white, right?" He says that the artist was
"Logan of Hollywood", but that it was more like three years ago.
Mai does two black poodles with a maroon baokround. A guy walks down the
street with FAGGOT printed across his T-shirt,
SEPT, 3rd
Labor day. Blank day.
A family stops. The father asks tew much, I say twenty-five in color*\
The father says, "If you would do it for twenty I*d take lt I say twenty.
five.
A good example of Tom ilooreism takes place, A r renan walks up to us. She
looks at Tom*s empty chair*, then at me.
Woman: Are you Tom Moore?
Me: Ho.
Woman: (looking at R.C. who Is even farther away from Tom's easel)
Are you Tom Moore?
R.C.: No.
Woman: Well I was just wondering. I knew an artist named Moore, but I
can't remember his first name.
Ken (pointing to Tom's self-portrait on his easel) That's Tom,
Woman* On no, that's not him. He didn't do portraits, but his name was
Moore.
A man walking a black puppy on a leash, stops,
Man: How much to do the dog?
R.C.j To do what to the dog?
Man: To draw his picture, dummy.
R.C.i Forty dollars,
Han: How much, I didnwt hear you.
R.C: Forty-five dollars,
Man i Forty-five, you went up five dollars. How come?
R.C, i Because I'm a dummy.
Man* A dog doesn't have two heads you know*,
Tom: (who can't pass up a pun) Well the dog's head would be one and ho is
trying to get ahead. That would make two. (Read this again)
Kim (another artist) returns my sunglasses by taping them to my self-
portrait.
Mai, R.C, and Tom started talking about Joe Borsky, Joe was an artist
who worked in P-town several years ago. Joe had a theory that we are
overwhelmed by visual information. To eliminate this overload while work
ing on a portrait, he made a "reality" hood. He load a leather shop make a
funnel that he could wear over his head. This would concentrate his vision
to a one-inch circle. This way he would not be distracted by ths surro
unding color and detail. He would examine the subject, then duplicate that
a v>
same square inch on his paper, Ths only drawback was that he looked like
a giant anteatsr. When Phyllis* Jcs'-'s boss, fired him, \m cat in front
of the studio and fasted for two daya* He went horn at night though^
At the end of the day, the artists left in town, went to th Cellar Ear
for a farewell, since many were leaving th next day.
My last dayt Three color.
Turned down two impossible photo jobs.
TRANSLATIONS
"Do you have anything
smaller?"
* Do you have anything cheaper?
"Do you <3TO& dc ttfo on one?" =Can I get it cheaper that way?
"How much for just ths face?" Can I get it cheaper that way?
"Do you do them in oil.?" = I have no Intention of buying one, but I don't
want to look cheap,
fWe want to look around first." <= We're looking for someone cheaper e
"I could never sit that long," * I can't afford it.
"Do you do profiles?" I can't afford the full face.
"No, I really like the black and white better,1'1 The color is too much mon
y.
"How late are you open?" Iem going dowsa the street to have it done,
"Did you ever have Sftycne refuse one?" * I changed my mind and why Is the
crowd shaking its head?
"Do you always draw what you 3ee?" I expect to be flattered.
"Is that me?" I hat it.
"Do you do this in the winter?" Do you really know what you are doing or
am I an experiment?
"I just had one done," I didn't have one done or I don't like it but,
I bought it and it's too late now.
"You're the artist." I don't like it, but I'm not going to argue,
"Where did you study?" Are you any good?
"What do you really like to
paint?" = Are you sincere about this portrait?
!tWe*re going to hav-3 some breakfast
first,"
* Coodhy?,
"We will be right back." Goodbye.
"Not right now," = Soodbye.
"I don't have the patience." = I'd like one, but I don't want one,
"Look at the character in that face," = Look at those wrinkles.
"There's something about the
mouth."
= I don't think Ism going to buy it,
"I'm an artist myself." = All of ths above.
"It looks just like a photograph." = I'm impressed.
ADS AND CARTOONS.
RESTFUL PICTURE
Give your home .1 really person, il
touch with a photo pillow Your
snapshot is printed in black and
while on foam filled vinyl pillow
willi Scotchgard coating. Send
any size photo (returned with
order) in black and white or
color (no negatives or slides).
11"
by 11", $7.95 plus 75c post.
J.W. Hoist, Inc., HG1, 1005 E.
Bay St . East lawns, Ml 48730
GET IT TOGETHER
For the jigsaw puzzle fan, a gift
that packs a surprise punch: it's
a photo ot a loved one! Any photo,
color or black and white, can be
made into an 8" by 10" die-cut
jigsaw photopuzzle; photo's re
turned unharmed. Black and
white. $2.95; hand colored,
$3.95. Ppd. Cadlyn's, HG12,
2077 New York Ave., Huntington
Sta., NY 11746
RECORD IN ART
New concept in nostalgia. Turn
that cherished snapshot or
photograph into a charming
original watercolor by distinguished
artist, Mary Ronin. Her imaginative
impressions will be treasured. Send
photo for 7" by
9"
signed water-
color, $95. If picture includes
more than one person, add $12 for
each additional subject. Allow four
to five weeks delivery. Nostalgia,
HG12, 3160 Easton Tpke., Fairfield,
CT 06430.
Visit orwrite
our gallery and
find the artist
ofyour choice.
PORTRAITS, INC. ,
We represent 200 of today's foremost
portrait painters and sculptors. jL
41 East 87th St.. New York 10022
^f*
'* Mf
In the Barbara Chair
Barbara Fu\ had a family full of
artists and architects, and an edu
cation full of art in Vienna, Ccnoa,
and at Parsons. As artist-in-resi-
dence at Bendel's, she introduced
realism to fashion illustration and
picked up awards from the Society
of Illustrators and the Art Directors
Club. When she left Bendel's, she
taught and free-lanced. But por
traits were what she really wanted
to do. So now she does them. They're
portraits in pencil and very hand
some indeed (S200). The sitting
takes two hours in her studio, or
she can work from a photograph.
Among her subjects: David Hal-
berstam, Melba Tolliver, Mary
Hemingway, Harrison Salisbury,
Barbara Walters, and our own Gail
Sheeny and |ohn Simon (left).
BARBARA h'OX/PL 2-5846
FROM THIS
THE ORIGINAL PORTRAIT KIT
Wo. the originators of oil-norlraM number kits,
mite enabled thousands of people with no prior
experience In paint finality pi rt raits of loved
one.-,, our exclusive system ies you i lie? finest
reproduction :M the ItmcM po.-siUe price. Xo
misshaped nli tracts! From your photo or color
slide (mil size) every hriiali stroke area Is out
lined and numbered on a line mounted 16" \ 20"
1 m* a, {-Linlard port ran -i/.ei Tuewy-four
"'I'-; of individually-mixed artist's oil paintsiiiiirKed fur Die numbered areas are provided with
stTeiv eap Hits iti procrte freshness, 'flit fcil
al-n inrludi's: an artist's palette, line liru-.be.-
brush cleaner. 1'lease Indicate hair and eye
coloring. All photos returned unharmed.
Send Only $14-95
PORTRAIT CRAFT B "?-nrumnHll LtW I wnminoton, Calif. 90744
llrnrhltre 0)1 Tt am -:
CAROL WALD
portraitist
Christmas .. and rorever
sample above S loo.
by i,|>Mii., ,212, ln.J2in
N.Y.C. nmi 3
'Mil tor Broclot
y*mm*.
:
' I
i
NEEDLEPOINT PORTRAIT KITS
Create beautiful needlepoint portraits. No ex
perience necessary. Likeness guaranteed. Kit
includes artist's portrait of your subject on an
18"x22"
needlepoint canvas, DMC wool, needle
and instructions. Only $29.95. Each additional
subject on same canvas add $15. Send any
clear color or B W photo (returned) with color
Information. Also available in embroidery kits.
Price $19.95. Each additional subject on same
linen add $10. We do pets too, same price.
Please add $1.25 for insured post, and han
dling. N.J. res. add 5% tax. Two weeks del.
NEEDLEPOINT PORTRAITS LTD.
STUDIO 33, 71 STIUWELL ROAD,
KENDALL PARK, NEW JERSEY 08824
TRADITIONAL
NEEDLEPOINT PORTRAITURE
Create, easily, your pet in charming nee
dlepoint. Precise rendering of your pet
on a 9" x
12" (No. 14) needlepoint can
vas. Mail us ANY black & white or color
photograph or snapshot and we will
transfer it exactly to a
9"
x
12"
needle
point canvas.
Black & White $10.00
Color $12.50
TRADITIONAL CANVASES
BOX 3709, STANFORD, CALIFORNIA 94305
NEEDLEPOINTRAJTS
Incredibly New Concept For Needlepoint
In Breathtaking Full Color . . . For The
Beginner or The Eiperienced
Create a lamMy heirloom to he cherished for
ever. Exact Photographic Likeness Of Your
Favn rite Subject : child, grant) child, beloved
pet. you name It . . . on a I0''2
"
*
13" Mono-
Canvr.s (with instructions). This portrait mas
terpiece is so beautiful you may even want to
frame it immediately. Send any size clear coIt
print, slide or negative (sample returned) Black
A. white also accepted. $21 .95 plus 75* P&H
check ur M n. Wtnl'tciuni Unaram
Hemt /< I lU.r. fiift < 'lifting.
SEW-THERE
P.O. Box 58.
Kingtliridge Sta.. Bronx. NY. 10463
>il
"I stillcant believe I painted itmyself."
Arlene Francis tells about Personal
Paintings and how you can turn your own
photo into a beautiful oil painting . . . even
if you have never painted before.
"When I saw Personal Paintings on
What'sMy
Line,"
says Arlene, "I thought
painting a portrait by numberwas a terrific
idea, if itworked. So I tried one and it did
work. If I can do it, anyone
can."
Arlene Francis is one of the many thou
sands of people who have created beautiful
oil paintings this easy newway. You can,
too . . . even if you've never painted before.
Just send us a full color photograph,
slide, or picture of your favorite person,
pet or landscape . . . anything. Wallet size
or larger, protected for mailing.
We'll send you a complete kit that includes
a
16"
x
20"
paint-by-number panel, over 48
artists'
oil paints matched to your picture, 2
brushes, painting guidebook, and practice
panel. Your picture will be returned safely.
a
Your satisfaction is guaranteed. If for any
reason you are not delighted, CraftMaster of
General Mills will fully refund your money. So
send your picture with check or money order
today. Allow 4weeks tor delivery. Orwrite for
free color brochure. (Frame sold separately.)
Only $19.95 postpaid. Money-back guarantee
Please rush me my custom-made Personal Paintings Kit.
Enclosed is my picture or slide and $_ .
Personal Paintings.
Dept. HG 421
P, O. Box 123,
Toledo, Ohio 43695
Name
Address.
City - Stale . .
CHARGE IT' n Bank Amencard G Master Charge
Master Charge Interbank No
4-digit number above your name
Expiration Date
Allow 3-4 weeks lor tie
Mail this coupon today
''Not bad. Not bad at
all."
DAY AND NIGHT VIEWS OF PORTRAIT STUDIOS IN PROVINCETOWN.






MY PORTRAIT OF TOM. TOM'S PORTRAIT OF ME.
OVERLEAF. SPECIAL PORTRAITS: F-106 AND RAQUEL.


VIEWS FROM MY STUDIO.
OVERLEAF. THESIS PAINTING WITH PANELS PUT SIDE BY SIDE.


